SELYN
MADE IN: SRI LANKA | MATERIAL: FABRIC
DESCRIPTION: soft fingerpuppets
Have a good time with all the smarty animals you can find inside
Ponchito egg. Wear the puppets on your fingers and give them a
life: flying with the colorful Kakadù, running in the savana with the
zebra or in the contryside with the fox or the wolf. Take them with
you and exchange them with your friends.
.

Egg Nogg
MADE IN: UK | MATERIAL: paper
DESCRIPTION: Colour-in tablecloth
Instant entertainment at dinner-time and perfect for
parties and weddings too: quirky animals and fancy
dinos inhabit a chaotic colouring-in tablecloth that
will capture your attention and develop your
fantasy.

Cooperativa sociale
Sammartini
MADE IN: Italy | MATERIAL: Rubber
DESCRIPTION: Pencil rubber with animals and traffic signs
Baby animals or useful traffic signs keep you company at
school and help you to correct your mistakes.
Collect them and exchange them with your friends.

Manos Amigas
MADE IN: Perù | MATERIAL: Clay & Colours
DESCRIPTION: Collect them and create your story!
A group of coloured and nice friends are sleeping inside
Ponchito egg, waiting for your stories: you can place the
sheep and the pink pig in the farm or plunge into the
fresh see with fish and penguins

Campi d’Arte
MADE IN: Italy | MATERIAL: Felt
DESCRIPTION: Felt animals to
A group of coloured and fairy friends are sleeping inside
Ponchito egg, waiting for your fantastic stories: you can be the
«Puss in Boots» or the wolf of «Little red riding hood» or one of
«The 3 little Pigs» but all together you can play at Goose Game.

COOPERATIVA SOCIALE
SAMMARTINI
MADE IN: Italy | MATERIAL: Paper and wax colours
DESCRIPTION: Paper toys, the pleasure of choosing new designs
Mount a different spinning tops everyday choosing from the
several designs you can find inside Ponchito or creating your own
style with the wax colours. You can use it also as a dice during
your favourite board games.
.

Touchwoodesign
MADE IN: Israel | MATERIAL: Plywood
DESCRIPTION: An Animal Farm with a cowboy and a cowgirl
Staying in the open air is your favourite way of living? Why not
in company of horses and cows like legendary cowboys and
naturally cowgirls! At that time everyday life was not easy at
all, but now it is only for fun!
.

